Whitepaper

Introduction

The latest wave of DeFi protocols, we have discerned various platforms occur that
enable users to stake their funds in return for the protocols tokens.
The majority of this action has been focused on the Ethereum block chain. As one
of the fastest block chains supporting smart contracts, it has a sprawling population
of users, developers and equipment for building important decentralized
application.

What is FreshCakeSwap Finance?
FreshCakeSwap Finance ($Fcake) is a Decentralized Exchange for instant swap of
Bep-20 token with unique features of Limit Orders, Stop Losses, Sniper, Staking,
Yielding form NFTs and wallet cross chain networks and many more.

About FreshCakeSwap Finance ($FreshCake)

FreshCakeSwap is built on Binance Smart Chain
Considering its position in the Binance Smart Chain ecosystem. FreshCakeSwap
contains unique features of Limit Orders, Stop Losses, Sniper, Staking, Yielding form
NFTs and wallet cross chain networks and many more. FreshCakeSwap Finance
($FCake) is the dream home of traders on DeFi World and can be seen as the
uniswap of the Bsc network.

FreshCakeSwap Finance ($Fcake) swap uses an automated market maker (AMM)
model. This implies that while you can swap digital assets on the platform, there
isn’t order book where you are filled with anyone. Rather, you trade against a
liquidity pool.

Limit Order
FreshCakeSwap aims to bring in Centralized Exchange (CEX) features that allow
FreshCakeSwap users and PancakeSwap to get their swaps at desired prices by
leaving instructions to fill buy or sell orders at a specific prices or (better prices).
For instance if you think an asset is too expensive at the moment or you are
expecting price to drop throughout the day then you simply set a Limit Order to
buy at a price below the current market price.
The introduction of Limit Buy/Sell Orders is massive for Binance Smart Chain as it
enables users to take profits on the platform and exit in time. FreshCakeSwap
Finance users will now have the capacity to effectively buy dips/take profits to take
advantage of volatility in the crypto market.
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FreshCakeSwap and PancakeSwap users to set a maximum allowable loss by
activating a market order once a stop price has been met. For instance, if you are
holding a token but you would definitely liquidate everything if it were to loss 70%
of its value to limit your loss, then you simply need to set the lowest maximum price
you would sell and if the market price hit that, your assets are all sold.

Sniper
FreshCakeSwap Sniper Bot allows you to buy any newly added token from
PancakeSwap, Uniswap, Dxsale and any other project that launches tokens in a fast
speed rate. (Up to zero seconds from the time of the listing). FreshCakeSwap
Snipping will make a big profit for users who uses this new feature. $FCake snipping
tool is quiet easy to use, just place a wallet which the bot will send the bought
tokens. The bot only buys the tokens based on the input/amount you configure it
to, remember it does not sell them.

Limit Order, Stop Losses and Sniper Fees
FreshCakeSwap Finance Limit Order, Stop Losses and Sniper charges a 1.5% fee on
transactions to reward liquidity providers (LPs). A portion of these fees profits will
be distributed to LP Stakers, who receive a 500% annual percentage yield (APY).
The rest of the profits go to FreshCakeSwap developers to further expand the
project on Binance Smart Chain (BSC).
FreshCakeSwap native $FCAKE Token is used to pay for a Limit Order and Stop
Losses fees and other features on the platform, all users are required to hold an
$FCAKE balance to utilize the FreshCakeSwap functionality.

Farm
FreshCakeSwap (FreshCake) Farm is the method of staking or locking crypto
currency in decentralized finance to earn rewards. The theory of $Fcake farming is
an aggregate called liquidity mining which has been developed from the
decentralized financial sector. Generally a personal staking can earn token in return
for their participation in the application.

Stake
FreshCakeSwap ($Fcake) Staking is the method of energetically contributing in the
confirmation of transaction on the blockchain with a proof of stake (POS)
mechanizing anyone with the lowest balance expected to stake a particular
cryptocurrency can also confirm transactions on the blockchain and earn reward
for this process.
The user assets reserved in a system that enables the staking operation for a
specific duration of time and during the storage operation you can earn incomes
for a specific duration of time. This process rewards users that have staked a
quantity of assets in the network and play a role in the network strength. The
locked of crypto asset or currency will provide to confirming all the hopes of the
stakeholders in the network and keeps it growing.

NFTs
FreshCake Card is an utility that will be issued on our smart contract serve as a
share/form of NFT, this will be given to initial investors who have participated in
the presale via our contract address and buy with a minimum of 1 BNB through
self-drop system.

Cross Chain Wallet
FreshCake Cross Chain Wallet enables blockchain to communicate to one another.
This will be made available on iOS, Android and Web extension with several
features.

Games
Today, the majority of games nowadays circulating are online games with a
centralized network, this centralized network implies that all data both logins and
passwords are stared on the server and regulated by the administrator or owner of
the game app. This is different from the blockchain game and Dapp concept, no
data stored and regulated by the administration system that is transparent.

Buy – Back
Bi-Weekly, Buy-Back Strategy is the method of establishing the price and processing
of FreshCakeSwap Token in circulation. This gives rise to each asset and has the
ability for financial development of investors. This strategy shows that the industry
have enough equity to run the projects smoothly with the rewards and prices for
investors in the form of FreshCakeSwap Token.

Tokenomic

Token Information
 Token name: FreshCakeSwap
 Token symbol: FreshCake
 Token decimal: 18
 Token address: 0xC22E79cC62b69e98fae36389DDee36Fe39Ee56D6

 Token supply: 150,000,000 FCake
 Network: BEP – 20
 Blockchain: Binance Smart Chain (BSC)
 Explorer:
https://bscscan.com/token/0xC22E79cC62b69e98fae36389DDee36Fe39Ee56D6

Token distribution
47% Pre-sale
40% Staking and Liquidity Rewards
7% Marketing and Promotions
3% Community Airdrop and Bounty program
3% Developer and Team

47% Presale

40% Staking and Liquidity Rewards
7% Marketing and Promotion
3% Community Airdrop and Bounty Program
3% Developer and Team

Pre- Sale Information
No private sale, only pre-sale, straight to exchange
 Presale price: 1 BNB = 5,000 FCake + 5,000 FCake Bonus
 Payment accepted: BNB only
 Purchase via: Self-drop (Investor will interact with our contract address in
Binance Smart Chain and receive token automatically
 Soft Cap: 2000 BNB
 Hard Cap: 5000 BNB
All raise funds will be utilized for projects, liquidity, listing fees on the exchange
Bi-weekly Buy-Back Strategy, and expand the community.
Note: if soft cap not reach, the funds will be returned to all investors wallet
address.

Bonus
 Presale phase 1 period:- 15days with 100% bonus
Price $0.03 per FCake
 Presale phase 2 period:- 30days without bonus
Price $0.06 per FCake
 Presale phase 3 period:- 35days without bonus
Price $0.09 per FCake
 You receive your token installing with our Self Drop built in the contact
 Minimum purchase is 0.1 BNB
 Minimum purchase to get FreshCake Card for NFTs, is:- 1 BNB
to get 100% Bonus + FreshCake CARD

Airdrop and Bounty Program
Airdrop
 Airdrop token allocation: 2% of the total supply
 Airdrop distribution Date: 1st of November
 Airdrop reward: 500 FCake Token
 Referral reward: 50 FCake token per each referral
 This airdrop is limited to 10,000 participants only and we will close once the
cap is reached.
 Airdrop rewards will be distributed to your BEB-20 wallet address.
 Our team will manually check the details submitted. Do not leave any of
our social media till the airdrop distribution date to get the airdrop.
Bounty
 Bounty token allocation: 1% of the total supply
 Youtube bounty: create videos and upload on youtube channel minimum
of is 5k subscriber and 100 likes with a reward of 2000 FCake Token per
video.
 Telegram bounty: post on Telegram channel minimum is 20k subscribers
and 10k viewers with a reward of 20,000 FCake Token Per each channel

Roadmap

June 2021
 Idea and team formed
 Platform developed
July 2021
 Launch FreshCake Project
 Build the FreshCake Community
August 2021
 Launch the airdrop and bounty program
 FreshCake presale starts
September 2021
 List of FreshCake Token on exchange like pancakeswap and locked liquidity
 List of FreshCake Token on Coin MarketCap
 List of FreshCake Token on Coingecko
October 2021
 List of Fresh Cake Tokens on 4 big exchanges
 Vip card distribution (NFT)
 Bi-weekly Buy-Back Strategy Starts
November 2021
 Airdrop and bounty distribution
 FreshCake Application Launch
December 2021
 FreshCake Partnership Program
 Enable FreshCake CARD (NFT)
 Airdrop for FreshCake CARD holders

Q1 2022
 Freshcake game Launch
 FreshCake Trading Competition
 Cross Chain Wallet Network Launch
 Roadmap updates

Contacts
Website: https://freshcakeswap.finance
Twitter: https://twitter.com/freshcakeswap
Telegram: http://t.me/freshcakeswap
Medium:

https://medium.com/@freshcakeswap

